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THEORY REVIE\I'I

COTINTING RITYTHM

.- rhe duration of musicar sorrnds opss e{ lb$l irB&::1*1015:1-g:: "t'"!"''

WHOLE NOTE
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HALF NOTE
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Music is d,ivid'ed'into equal p1rt: catldMEA'SURES'

BAR LlNEsinaticate th" u"^gi"oi,g.'od end' of measures'

DOUBLE eAR r.ri:ftil;;?hl" ""a 
ii" uri.t' .no* tn" end of a piec

Dividethestaffbelowintofourmeasr:resandenditwithad.oublebar.

fa ft tim" a whole note receives for:r beats' *'t 2 3 4

A half note receives two beats'

A quaftgt-note receivps one beat' ---T 1 ; B 4

the bar lines in the appropriate places' End' with a 
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rite the beats under the notes' Remember' there fl" 
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THEORYREVIEW

RESTS and TIES
The dr:ration of musical silence is indicated by different types of rests.

WHOLE REST

------r-----

time a whole rest receives four beats.

A half rest reeeives two beats.

A quarter rest receives one beat.
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QUARTER REST
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rite the beats under the rests indicated.

trd the bar lines in the appropriate places. End with a double bar.

Ll in the missing beats with either rests or notes. Add only one rest or note in each measure.

NEW THEORY
A TIE is a curved line that coniiects two adjacent notes of the same pitch.
The tone is held as though the two notes are one.
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Treble Notefiller I
Pitchreading Drills: Treble Clef 

I
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6=======ODGACBEF

-=======OEBFGADC

lnstructions

1. Under each measure
is a letter

2. Write a whole note
that matches that letter
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